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What health and
well-being means to us
as an organisation
The latest NHS survey for Manchester (2010-12)
showed healthy lifestyle factors to be one of the
most important areas for people of Manchester.
Three quarters of respondents said they would
like to see more health initiatives delivered in their
community.

We want to make sure we do what we can to help
improve the health and well-being of people in
our communities and have this year focused our
annual report on this.
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Sheila Doran, Chief Executive

Welcome

Well we did it! Completed the £142M investment programme
on time and with very high satisfaction levels from customers
in Ardwick, Gorton, Longsight, Levenshulme and Rusholme.

We’ve also continued to improve our homes in
Beswick, Clayton and Openshaw as well investing
in some innovative schemes to reduce our carbon
footprint.

As always our achievements are the product of
great leadership from our Board, the fantastic efforts
of our staff team and our brilliant residents who give
up their time to help us improve what we do.

Whilst our customers are delighted with the
improvements to their homes many of them are
experiencing real financial hardship as a result of
welfare reform. Our focus over the last year has,
therefore, been on supporting them through this with
financial, skills and employment advice.

We also celebrated our 10th birthday in September
2013 and it was a good opportunity to look back at
our achievements whilst looking forward to all the
challenges and opportunities in the years ahead.

What are the standards?

Sheila Doran, Chief Executive

There are seven regulatory standards that
show the outcomes that Eastlands Homes
are expected to achieve and the specific
expectations the Homes and Communities
Agency has for us.
The standards are classified as either
“economic” or “consumer”.
The three economic standards are:

Governance and Financial Viability –
Running the business well, managing risk and
managing finances
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Value for Money – Making sure we are cost
effective and efficient

Rent – Helping you pay your rent.
The four consumer standards are:
Tenant Involvement and Empowerment –
How we work with you and also deal with your
complaints
Homes – Ensuring they are safe and kept to a
good standard
Tenancy – Ensuring lettings are fair and we
make the best use of our properties

Neighbourhood and Community –
How we keep neighbourhoods safe and clean.
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“‘Being part of Eastlands
customer groups allows our
opinions to get to Board.
Our voices are heard.”
Jean Noble, Longsight

Keeping our
finances healthy

Running the business well, managing
risk and managing finance

How are we doing?

All Board members receive training to make sure they
have the skills and knowledge they need to carry out their
duties.

Throughout the year we monitor how we are
performing to make sure we operate efficiently and
effectively, and to the highest possible standard.
This is reported regularly and in detail to our Board
of 12 people, five of which are Eastlands Homes
customers and who have the responsibility to make
sure this happens.

What’s cooking for next year?
The Board will continue to review how we can
improve our services to our customers. It will identify
the key issues and risks and work with Eastlands
Homes staff to address them. It will be a priority
to show that we can achieve value for money
in all areas of the business for the benefit of our
customers.

Some of the responsibility is given to:
• An Operations Committee who keep an eye on
how we manage our estates, including managing
repairs and improvements, and it makes sure
that we deliver our other services and keep our
promises;

We will also continue to work with our involved
customers so that they can help us to improve our
services. We want to recruit tenants to join some of
our Committees and ultimately to join our Board.

• An Audit and Risk Committee oversees our
business controls; and

Top
Don tip

• A Governance committee ensures our Board has
the skills to steer the organisation.
The Board and Committees meet regularly. They receive
reports and question senior staff who often attend
meetings to talk about their projects.
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Independent specialist consultants also review how we
work and make recommendations for improvement.
These are reported to the Board and its Committees,
which review how the suggestions are implemented.
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Making every
penny count

“I have been a tenant board
member since the beginning of
the year. It’s invaluable to be
part of decisions including how
money is spent.”

Making sure we are cost effective and efficient

How are we doing?

offer cheaper prices but still offer the same great
quality and service: saving £56,877.94

3 We reviewed our training requirements and
utilised our Learning and Development Officer
to deliver courses in-house rather than paying
external trainers: saving £13,095

We introduced mobile working during the year which
has led to efficiencies and more effective services to
customers. This was implemented to the rest of our
repairs service during the first part of 2013/14.

Paul Ryan, Gorton

We carried out a social value review on a variety of
our activities and this shows the added impact we
provide to our communities. Full details are available
on our website.

What’s cooking for next year?
We will review our Asset Management Strategy to
ensure our decisions on future financial investment
are sound and cost effective.

We reviewed and re-tendered the tree maintenance
service to ensure it is more effective and cost
efficient.

We will set clear efficiency targets across the
business to ensure further value for money activities.

We continue to review our purchasing arrangements
to achieve further value for money.

We’ll continue to perform welfare benefit impact
analysis to assist customers and provide a robust
financial business plan.

We have implemented some of the findings of
the reviews on back office functions to ensure we
provide a more efficient and effective service.
In the last year we’ve made savings of nearly
£150,000 by reviewing processes and services.
You can see the top three savings below:
1 We put our tree maintenance contract out to
tender and created a programme of works
rather than simply reacting to any issues. This
brought the average cost per tree down from
£206 to £103: saving £61,182
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2 By continually improving our procurement
process, we’ve managed to benefit from some
great savings by choosing new suppliers who
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Where your
money
comes from

Sources of income –
Total £55,736,000
Service Charges
£1,101,000

(Last year £63,070,000)

paid for with your rent
(Last year £543,000))

Gap Funding

Rents
£29,487,000

£18,951,000
(Last year
£19,782,000)

(Last year £29,203,000))

Loan drawdowns
£4,000,000

£2,197,000

(Last year £13,000,000))

Where your money
went

Other

Other e.g supporting people
income and grants received
(Last year
£542,000))

Where we spent your
money – Total £59,268,000
(Last year £51,176,000)
Interest on loans
£4,740,000

(Last year £4,270,000))

Investment
Programme
£37,293,000

(Last year £29,819,000))

Other
£2,290,000
Last year
(£3,149,000)

Management
£8,695,000
(Last year
£7,767.00))

Repairs and
Maintenance
£6,250,000

(Last year £6,171,000)

Keeping rents fair
Helping you pay your rent

How are we doing?

What’s cooking for next year?

Last year we collected over £30million in rent and
service charges. Approximately two thirds of this
amount came from Housing Benefit Payments.
Rent arrears owed to Eastlands Homes from current
tenants increased by £56,000.

We are going to review our sign up processes for
new tenants to ensure that support is available to
those facing financial hardship

We served 996 Notices of Seeking Possession,
obtained 62 Court Orders and evicted 16 tenants for
non-payment of rent.
Money Matters Officers worked with tenants to
help access extra benefits and grants totalling over
£1.2million. We were very successful in helping
customers obtain Discretionary Housing Payments
(DHPs) from Manchester City Council with 754
customers being awarded over £320,000 and 434
customers exempt from under occupation charges.
We also helped 123 tenants claim exemption for
having had tenancies prior to 1996. We ran a series
of DHP drop-in sessions to assist customers with
claims.
We introduced an in-house debt advice service and
helped 77 customers with a total debt of £204,497.
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We plan to provide more budgeting courses for
customers and train more agencies and community
groups so that they can also provide courses
We will look to increase the ways that we
communicate with customers through extending
our use of text messaging and social media so
that important messages can be sent to as many
customers as possible. In addition, we will look to
introduce a “Chat Now” opportunity on our website
for financial advice.
We’re launching online access to customer rent
accounts by introducing a “My Account” section on
our website.
We will provide more information for customers
moving onto Universal Credit and offer as many
ways as possible to make rent payments.
We aim to provide rent and advice surgeries in more
community locations to give customers a wider
range of access to our services.
We will review our letters to ensure that they are
written as clearly as possible and that jargon is
removed.
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Creating strong, healthy
relationships

How we work with you and also deal with your complaints

How are we doing?

What’s cooking for next year?

Last year we spent a significant amount of time
reviewing the Customer Involvement Service. This
included customers visiting other organisations,
reviewing the work that we undertake and agreeing a
way forward for the service.

The review means our involvement with customers is
now even wider as the balance between community
work and co-regulation has been addressed by
customers. We now have a community offer which
has a number of ways for you to be involved in
your community including Literacy, all things Green,
Digital, Health and Wellbeing, Volunteering and much
much more.

We held our annual Customer Conference at
Gorton Monastery, which was well attended with 90
customers coming along. This allowed a wider range
of customers to have their say on a new structure for
Customer Involvement that ensures we are delivering
what customers want and also achieving our aims
and objectives as an organisation.
As well as reviewing the service we also had some
real successes in our communities, including working
with the Newbank and Coverdale Residents’
Association to have play equipment put in their
park. We delivered digital inclusion sessions in our
communities to help people get online and also
worked in partnership with Debdale Eco Centre to
encourage people to grow their own food.

Top
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The Eastlands Homes Literacy Beacons Project
went from strength to strength; we were featured
on the BBC news website and were very proud to
win the Manchester Be Proud overall award, Pride
of Manchester Community Diamond, as well as the
Business in the Community award.

Next year sees us delivering our new Customer
Involvement Strategy. It will be much clearer on how
you can be involved with Eastlands Homes and
shape our services in future.
We are also developing a brand-new customer
scrutiny group who will take an in-depth look into
our service areas and make recommendations for
improvement. We are currently recruiting customers
for this role. If you would like more information
about being involved please contact the Customer
Involvement Team on 0161 230 1013.
This year sees us reviewing our Youth Involvement
Service together with young people and adults to
ensure we are delivering what customers want and
also achieving our aims within neighbourhoods.
All of these things will be complemented by three big
events in the Customer Involvement calendar which
are the annual Fun and Feedback Day where families
can come along for a free fun day and we can
consult with customers, the Customer Conference
which is a chance for customers to have their
say in setting Eastlands Homes’ priorities and the
prestigious Customer Awards Ceremony.
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Homes fit for you

Ensuring they are safe and kept to a good standard

Top
tip

How are we doing?

A three-year programme commenced in July to
maintain all 6,500 trees that we are responsible
for. So far work has been completed in Rusholme,
Longsight and Levenshulme.

We had a target of ensuring all our homes met or
exceeded the Decent Homes standard by April
2014. As at 31 March 2014 all our housing stock
was 100% decent.
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What’s cooking for next year?

The works undertaken through the recent
investment programme have included the installation
of a wide range of insulation improvements. These
include the fitting of highly efficient central heating
boilers, double glazing, cavity wall, roof and external
insulation. These measures are helping to reduce
customers’ energy bills.
External funding brought into the organisation has
been used to support several large-scale insulation
improvement schemes. Last year we received a total
of over £1.3 million of grant funding.
The rear boundary fencing programme in Clayton
has moved into Beswick and Openshaw and will
complete on site later this year.
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We have some major schemes that have continued
into 2014/15. These include external insulation
improvements to miscellaneous terraced properties,
the multi-storey improvement works and the
environmental schemes aimed at increasing offroad parking and defensible boundary spaces. All
these schemes are expected to complete on site by
November.
Mobile working continues to be developed in other
areas of the repairs team and we plan to develop it
for other housing services.

We have continued to keep our waiting time for
disabled adaptations to around six weeks and last
year we installed 45 adaptations.

The number of Green Inspectors will increase to
13 this year and they also plan to expand their
inspection programme. They will commence the
monitoring of the shrub maintenance work carried
out by Continental over the winter period, as well as
the grass cutting over the summer months.

Mobile working was successfully introduced to the
repairs team and customers will now be used to
the wider range of appointments offered as well
as receiving text messages to confirm the repair.
Repairs satisfaction surveys are also completed as
soon as the job is finished to enable the team to
follow up if required.

The tree maintenance programme will continue
throughout the year and work will be carried out in
the Gorton and Ardwick areas.
The team continue to support and facilitate
construction-related school and college placements
as well as providing training to residents on basic
painting skills.

The introduction of the Green Inspectors went well,
with nine residents taking part. They monitor and
rate the performance of our grounds maintenance
contractor, Continental, each month through the
cutting season.

Our first market rent project will complete in Autumn
2014 and will provide 22 homes, suitable for
working individuals sharing (halving the weekly rent)
or as 2 bed family homes.
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Making balanced
decisions on lettings

Ensuring lettings are fair and we make the best
use of our properties

How are we doing?

running a larger property. We also are aware that
the wellbeing of people may be affected by living in
overcrowded conditions or homes that are unsuitable
for them. We are removing some age restrictions on
some upper cottage flats so that they are available
for more customers.

We relet 467 properties last year and the average
time each property was empty was 13 days.
Our target for this was 20 days so we more than
achieved this last year.
We use Manchester Move to advertise our vacant
properties, one of our key performance indicators is
to measure the number of lets we make to working
households. Last year we let over 37% of our
homes to working households.

We are improving our relet processes to ensure that
customers can afford their new home and that it is
suitable for them. Where customers need support
to settle into their new home we will assist them
in getting this support or will refer them to another
support agency. We may not offer certain properties
to customers if we are not confident that they will be
able to sustain their tenancy.

We are helping our customers who wish to
downsize by giving them priority to move, this not
only helps them but also frees up larger properties
for families who may be living in overcrowded
conditions.

We are also planning on saving paper, printing and
postage costs by contacting more customers by
email. All new tenants will be offered the option of
having all documents emailed to them with links to
our website.

Our aim is to achieve stability in the communities we
manage, and at the end of March 2014 nearly 87%
of our customers had lived in their homes for over
two years. This has increased year on year from five
years ago when this figure was only 80%.
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We continue to inspect all of our estates including
tenants’ gardens. In the last year we have obtained
injunctions against tenants who have not maintained
their gardens to the required standard.

What’s cooking for next year?
We will continue assisting customers who need
to move or wish to downsize to make best use
of our stock. We recognise that customers who
are living in homes that are too large for them can
suffer financially because of the increased costs of

We want our homes kept in tip top condition so we
will tackle customers who are not looking after their
homes and gardens. We will try to help out our more
vulnerable customers who cannot maintain their
garden or decorate their home, but continue to take
legal action against tenants who do not.
We recharge customers for any repairs or
maintenance we have to carry out to our homes
because of deliberate damage or neglect. Where
customers refuse to comply, and there are no other
apparent support needs, we will use the law to
enforce the tenancy agreement.
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Keeping neighbourhoods
in good shape

How we keep neighbourhoods safe and clean

How are we doing?

report and resolve incidents of graffiti, fly tipping and
dog fouling. We removed graffiti 59 times, responded
to 673 incidents of fly tipping, cleared 100 tons of
waste and also secured injunctions against tenants
who failed to maintain their gardens.

We worked with our customers and a range
of partners to effectively co-ordinate services
and manage our neighbourhoods to deliver
“neighbourhoods of choice”.

What’s cooking for next year?

Last year we continued to raise awareness of how
to report incidents of anti-social behaviour (ASB) and
crime, including hate crime and domestic abuse.
This resulted in our teams investigating 27 hate crime
related incidents, 108 domestic abuse cases and 816
cases of ASB including noise.

Over the coming year we will work closely with our
communities and partners to support the delivery of
neighbourhood priorities and the regeneration of east
Manchester.

We supported victims and witnesses of crime and
ASB, providing advice, equipment and reassurance to
reduce fear and potential further criminality.
Our officers issued 261 tenancy warnings, which
resulted in us taking legal action on 62 occasions.

Top
tip
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We provided a range of positive diversionary activities
for young people, including an accredited leadership
course, outward bound residential and craft sessions.
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Our Neighbourhood Warden Service carried out
a number of activities, including delivering crime
prevention messages and educating our communities
on the impact of crime and ASB, conducted proactive
patrols, reassurance visits and removed syringes from
public areas.
Our Tenancy Intervention Service, which helps our
most vulnerable customers to maintain their
tenancies, supported 92 individuals.
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To keep our communities looking clean and tidy, we
worked with MCC to improve recycling rates and

We have submitted a range of bids to the Clean City
fund which we hope to see come to fruition in the
coming year.
We are working with MCC to develop new structures
and services for young people and on the ‘Prevent’
strategy which responds to the risk we face from
terrorism and aspects of extremism.
We will work closely with Manchester Safeguarding
Children’s Board (MSCB) to develop and improve
systems and data sharing to support the prevention of
abuse and neglect.
We will develop a new approach to managing
vulnerability that supports our engagement with local
agencies and improves services for our customers.
We will adopt newly introduced powers to tackle
crime and ASB.
We will update our community safety strategy to
ensure our services are focused on tackling our
communities’ crime and ASB priorities.
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Local offers ((standards))

We have continued to work to achieve and exceed the standards of service that
were designed by our customers in 2011/12.

Tenancy Standard - Rents

These Local Offers (standards) are being monitored in a variety of ways by our
customers and the tables below show you how. If you’d like to be involved in any of
our customer groups or at home methods please contact the Customer Involvement
Team on 0161 230 1013.

Standard

Housing Management

We will refer you for debt advice
and we will arrange this within 5
working days of you contacting us.

Standard

How it’s monitored

How we’re doing

We will inspect each
Record of inspections and
neighbourhood at least four times
monitoring any actions from the
a year with customers and other
inspections.
partners. We will produce an action
plan after each walkabout which
will be made widely available.

Reported to Housing Management
Panel (programme info available
on website and in Streets Ahead
newsletter).

We will offer to visit customers who Newsletters and other publicity.
are older or vulnerable at least twice
a year to discuss their needs and
identify how any support can be
provided where required.

Information published in Autumn
2013 newsletter and features on
Eastline’s On Hold message.

We will enforce all tenancy
conditions in a reasonable and
sympathetic manner.

A sample of cases will be reviewed
by the Community Safety Service
improvement panel, with the names
and identifying features of the case
taken out.

This has been monitored by the
CSSI panel who are satisfied with
current standards - reviewed at
each meeting (last review May
2014).

We will respond to all anti-social
behaviour complaints within five
working days.

Figures collected from our
computer systems.

We are currently achieving our
target of 100%.

We will interview anyone subjected
to hate crime, harassment or
domestic abuse within 24 hours.

We are currently achieving our
target of 100%.

Key
Fully meeting the standard/on target
Close to meeting the standard/on target
Not yet meeting the standard/on target
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How it’s monitored

When you request it we will provide Mystery shopping.
you with an estimate of Housing
Benefit entitlement and assist you
in completing any welfare benefit
forms.

This standard is being achieved.

Information collected by Income
team to be checked with mystery
shopping.

We will issue rent swipe cards
when requested within 48 hours.
We will send quarterly rent
statements in an easy-tounderstand format.

How we’re doing

We now provide debt advice inhouse.
This standard is being achieved.

Statements to be reviewed by rents The rent statements were reviewed
service improvement panel.
and approved by the Rents Service
Improvement panel.

Customer Involvement - Tenant Involvement and Empowerment
Standard

How it’s monitored

How we’re doing

We will fully advertise all events we
hold.

Customer groups hold us to
account.

We have improved methods in
place to advertise events, such as
text messaging.

We will provide transport and
expenses for customers attending
meetings.

Checked as part of customer
appraisals.

Policy will be reviewed and in place
by November 2014.

We will ensure we provide
Feedback in Newsletters.
feedback following customer
involvement events in a “You said we did” format.

Articles regularly appear in Streets
Ahead newsletter.

We will support customers to
set up Tenant and Resident
Associations.

Every Tenant and Resident
Association now has a key contact
within the Customer Involvement
team.

The My Community customer
group hold us to account for this.
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Local offers ((standards))
Repairs - Homes Standard
Standard

How it’s monitored

How we’re doing

We will work towards reducing
the time taken to complete urgent
repairs.

Percentage of repairs completed
in timescale.

We aim to complete 100% of
urgent repairs within 5 working
days and did so in 99.5 % of
cases this year.

Access and Customer Care
Standard

How it’s monitored

How we’re doing

When phone lines are busy you will
have the ability to leave a message
and request a return call.

Mystery shopping.

This facility is in place.

We will inform customers when
they contact us if the person they
wish to speak to is out of the office
and when they will return.

Electronic calendar settings have
been reviewed to enable staff
to provide better information to
customers about colleagues’
availability.

We will work towards reducing the
time taken to complete non urgent
repairs.

We aim to complete 100% of
routine repairs within 10 working
days did so in 99.8% of cases this
year.

We will ring older or vulnerable
customers to remind them of
appointments an hour before they
are due.

To develop methods of monitoring
and checked with mystery
shopping.

All customers now receive text
messages the night before the
appointment and when the
operative is on their way.

We will ensure, where possible, that
repairs are completed first time.

Reporting systems are
being updated following the
implementation of mobile
working.

We will ensure that all reception
staff are fully trained.

Training records.

All Eastline staff undertake an
annual training needs analysis. New
staff undertake up to four weeks of
formal training.

How it’s monitored

How we’re doing

Where a repair is not completed
first time we will arrange a further
appointment whilst at your
property.

Management reports.

We will ensure all operatives are
well trained and multi-skilled.

Staff training records.

Where necessary, operatives now
order follow-on works while at
property. The customer is then
contacted to arrange a suitable
appointment.

More than 90% of operatives are
currently multi-skilled.

Value for Money
Standard

We will recharge customers when
The percentage of money collected Our target is 42% and we had
they damage properties and ensure from recharges.
collected 50.9% by the end of
we collect debt.
the year which is equivalent to
£15,597.
We will develop innovative ways of
bringing VFM to Eastlands Homes.

Amount of VFM savings.

We continue to track our VFM
savings. At the end of the year we
had saved a total of £146,920.

We will consult with customers on
VFM issues and provide feedback
(consultation via VFM customer
panel).

Feedback in Newsletters and VFM
panel.

A customer VFM suggestion
scheme has been developed.
Customers can now feedback via
a form on the website, a dedicated
email address or through the VFM
panel.

Savings identified by customers will Amount of money invested back
be re-invested in our communities. into our communities.
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This was reviewed by the VFM
customer panel and savings
were invested into other business
initiatives.

Our performance
Repairs

Emergency Repair – within 3 hours
Target
100%

2013/14
99.95%

Target
100%

2012/13
100%

Urgent repair – within 5 working days
Target
100%

2013/14
99.46%

Target
100%

2012/13
99.62%

2013/14
99.75%

Target
100%

2012/13
99.66%

Eastline telephone service
Percentage of calls answered
Target
97%

2013/14
96.3%

Target
96%

2012/13
96.4%

Investment programme
Expenditure
2013/14: £37,293,000
2012/13: £34,854,390
Overall customer satisfaction - 82.09% (Target: 93%)
No of property improvements since inception in 2003 to 31
March 2014: 44,482
% homes meeting the decent homes standard: 100%
SAP ratings - standard of insulation in homes: 73.15%

Percentage of calls answered within 20 seconds
Target
90%

2013/14
81.6%

Target
93%

2012/13
82.8%

Average weekly rents
based on 50 week collection period
1 Bedroom
2013/14:
2012/13:

£63.62
£63.14

3 Bedroom
2013/14:
2012/13:

£83.06
£80.49

2 Bedroom
2013/14:
2012/13:

£72.27
£71.26

4+ Bedroom
2013/14:
2012/13:

£92.05
£89.17

*Average rents figures are displayed for General needs
properties only.

Managing properties

As at 31 March 2014 we managed 7,891 properties.
1.53% of properties were empty at 31 March 2014
(Target: 1.30%)
12.41 days average time to re-let a property
(Target: 20 days)
Rent collection 99.37% (Target: 101%)
Rent lost due to empty properties 0.67% (Target: 1%)

Routine repair – within 10 working days
Target
100%

2013/14

Customer Service – complaints
2013/14: 198
45%
21%
10%
8%
7%
3.5%
1.5%
1%
1%
0.5%
0.5%
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2012/13: 163

Repairs (38% in 2012/13)
Investment Programme (16% in 2012/13)
Staff and Customer services (7% in 2012/13)
Tenancy Management (16% in 2012/13)
Tenancy rent and service charges (10% in
2012/13)
Other Issues (10% in 2012/13)
Housing Support Services (3% in 2012/13)
Estate Services (0% in 2012/13)
Allocations (0% in 2012/13)
Anti Social Behaviour (0% in 2012/13)
Home ownership and leasehold services
(0% in 2012/13)

“The wardens have a good
presence in my area. This is
good as it educates people
about maintaining their tenancy
and makes them feel safer.”
Junior Saidi, Clayton

“The Youth Forum worked on Party
in the Park in partnership with
Manchester City Council, this was a
really fun day where we promoted
the work that Eastlands Homes do.”
Jessica Gallery, Rusholme

The top tips found in
this report have been
taken from NHS Choices
and NHS Change 4 Life

Thank you to our involved customers

We aim to meet the standards set by the
Homes and Communities agency and we’ve
worked with our involved customers to ensure
that we received their feedback on how we are
performing, and for them to tell us how we can
improve in future years.

• Set up a tenants ‘living well and healthy’ group

The design and style of this annual report is
based around Health and Well-being. This
has been done to show our commitment to
improving the Health and Well-being of our
customers. Over the last year we’ve supported
customers to do this in a number of ways
including:

• Held a Health and Wellbeing Open Day at The
Grange in Beswick to showcase services on
offer to people in the local community

• Awarded community grants to local sports
clubs and healthy activities
• Supported staff with mental health training to
allow them to support our customers

• Provided outdoor exercise equipment at Platt
Court in Rusholme
• Held regular planting sessions at Platt and
Worsley Court at various schemes
• Held cooking courses at the Anson Cabin with
Healthy Me, Healthy Communities

“Eastlands Homes put a lot of
thought into where their customers
live, Worsley Court now have an outside
gym area which is brilliant and helps
residents to improve their health and
well-being.”
Claudette Allen, Rusholme

We took the opportunity at our annual Fun and
Feedback Day in August to gather feedback from
any customers who attended the day on how
they can live a healthier lifestyle. We received lots
of interesting ideas and hope to implement some
of them in 2014/15.
Thanks to each and every one of you who
has been involved in this year’s annual
report - we couldn’t have done it without
you.

“The youth forum
campaigned for 20 is plenty
which is a traffic calming
scheme to make our roads
safer and hopefully save
lives.”
Mitchell Jammeh,
Beswick
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“If you want to make a
difference to the environment
where you live, why not become
a Green Inspector? I’m one of
the Inspectors and can really see
the value in it.”
Gloria Barnwell, Gorton

How to contact us
Call Us
☎
Lines open 8am – 5.30pm weekdays.
Belle Vue House: 0161 230 1000
☎
(if you live in Gorton North or Gorton South)
Cornbrook House: 0161 276 7300
☎
(if you live in Ardwick, Levenshulme, Longsight or
Rusholme)

☎

Eastlands House: 0161 274 2390
(if you live in Beswick, Clayton or Openshaw)
An out of hours service is provided for
emergency repairs.

Write or visit: Receptions are open
✉
8.45am – 4.30pm weekdays

✉
Cornbrook House, 217 Stockport Road,
✉
Ardwick, Manchester, M12 4DY
Eastlands House, Victoria Street,
✉
Openshaw, Manchester, M11 2NX

Belle Vue House, 27 Garratt Way, Gorton,
Manchester, M18 8HE

Email: eastline@eastlandshomes.co.uk
Web: www.eastlandshomes.co.uk
Follow us on:
www.facebook.com/eastlandshomes
@eastlandshomes

If you would like information in another language or format such as large print or audio, please ask us.

